GREENHOUSE
GAS VERIFICATION
Sri Lanka
Climate Fund

The Sri Lanka Climate Fund (Pvt) Ltd (SLCF) is South
Asia’s first ISO 14064 accredited organization and it is
well structured to cope with both public and private
sector. Our prime mission is to create a low carbon
business economy in the country. In achieving that
mission, we engage in a number of sustainability
oriented services. Out of them, first and foremost is
GHG verification

General Verification Process

Determination of the boundary
of GHG quantification.

GHG quantification based on
activity data.

Verification of quantified GHG
Inventory.

It can be done based on the
activity data and available internal
resource

Internal resource person can
engage in the task. If not consultant can be outsourced

A third party verification body
should involve in the verification
process.

Our Verification Services

Organizational Level GHG Verification
Under organization level GHG verification, SLCF Facilitates organizations and enterprises
to verify and report GHG emissions resulting from its various operation.

Project Level GHG Verification
SLCF Supports to verify and report project level GHG emission. In this case, care is
taken to ensure all project emissions are incorporated in the inventory.

Product GHG Verification
SLCF Conducts verification for quantified product GHG emission enabling manufactures to communicate it product GHG emission to its relevant interested parties.
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Why GHG verification needs ?
CONSUMERS

SETTING BASELINE

INVESTORS
Investors preferred invest in
companies with verifiable
sustainability claims, knowing
they have demonstrable
returns

Consumers actively seek
companies that take
responsibility for their
environmental impacts

REPORTING

DECISION MAKING

GHG inventories provide a
baseline to assess future
reduction goals and initiatives, or to compare to an
existing baseline

CREDITS
Validation and verification
enables companies to take
advantage of carbon credits

Existing and emerging state
regulations require GHG
reporting, and voluntary
reporting is encouraged

Verifying GHG emissions
support to make proper
decisions

Why SLCF for GHG verification ?
PIONEERS

LEGITIMACY

PROFESSIONAL
On staff are domain experts
and experienced verifiers who
understand domain and
regulatory issues

South Asia’s first ISO 14064
Accredited government owned
verification body

Your verification is secured with
comprehensive legal agreements
with guarantee throughout the
one year validity period.

TRANSPARENCY

FINANCIAL

An open, honest and direct
communication with clients

NBT and VAT payable
free company

Carbon Neutrality
GHG quantification and verification leads
organization to acquire neutrality status. Carbon

neutrality, or having a net zero carbon footprint is
still a voluntary measure in the country, yet it
enables organization to maintain environment
responsible business practices. Sri Lanka Carbon
Crediting Scheme (SLCCS) established under
SLCF supports organization to become carbon
neutral by registering their own projects. When such
projects unavailable, organizations are allowed to
purchase carbon credits from already registered
projects under scheme.
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